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http://www.d.umn.edu/~gshute/softeng/object-oriented.html 

Polymorphism and overloading can lead to confusion if used excessively. However, the 
capability of using words or names to mean different things in different contexts is an 
important part of the power of natural languages. People begin developing the skills for 
using it in early childhood. 

There’s a LOT of other stuff, that’s more related to design.
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Type: analogous to a bunch of prototype

Class  make the type real and executable because it has code. It adds behaviour to the 
type: analagous to function bodies for forward declarations.

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/468145/what-is-the-difference-between-type-and-
class
http://www.gofpatterns.com/design-patterns/design-patterns-glossary.php : 
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Interfaces can also inherit in ABL  but not shown here – same principles apply

Interfaces good because they allow coding against abstractions of behaviour (“design 
by contract”). Allow code to be called against an Igrid regardless of whether it’s a 
Customer or Order grid

IGrid a convention only – could be GridInterface or Grid and have GridImplementation.
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Everything that doesn’t inherit from another ABL class explicity, inherits from 
Progress.Lang.Object. All languages do this : C# has System.Object; java has 
java.lang.Object.

But in ABL System.Object even inherits from PLO, in GUI for .NET

Each Class, interface has it’s own .CLS file. 
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The SetTitle() etc are methods in the classes. Methods equivalent to functions/internal 
procedures.

We have 5 types represented here. CustomerGrid has all of those types. Think of type 
as metadata or schema of an object.
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Define variables as TYPES. Pass parameters as types. Whatever we define the var or 
parameter as is the way we operate on that instance. It’s the lens through which we 
view the object instance.
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The object reference we have it to the object we invoked/NEWed. We *cannot* get a 
reference to any parent of that object. The object is a single thing. If we want to 
operate on the type as if it’s a Grid, just assign it to a type defined as Grid. Can’t get a 
‘handle” to a piece of itself. We can call up the stack though using SUPER() or THIS-
OBJECT(). Just not get a reference to it.

Variables called references to object or instances.
Cannot invoke or NEW an interface. Removing interface for space. 

CustomerGrid has multiple types – CustomerGrid, Grid, Visual, Base – by inheritance, 
and also IGrid since it implements that interface. We can thus refer to an instance of 
the customer grid to any one of those types.

“Point of CAST is to tell the compiler to shut up, and that we know better.”

CAST down to IGrid.
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The same in concept as a TypeLibrary for a COM object.

temp-table/buffer/dset parameter stores CRC of schema.
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Verification of statement would include:
Whether data member exists.
Whether data member is accessible from caller (e.g, PUBLIC, 

PROTECTED)
If method, whether parameters are compatible
If assignment if lhs is compatible with the rhs
If property assignment, if property is writable
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As I said before, I think about this a little differently.  To me, this is a way to have more 
than one variation on the same basic behavior.  Yes, allowing the same method name 
for each variant means you don't have to come up with your own naming convention.  
But to me that is not the purpose - just a side benefit.

Method disambiguation at runtime vs. compile-time
Which is faster?
What are the rules?
How are unknown values/invalid objects dealt with?
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SUPER refers to any of the parent classes: if SortCols() isn’t implemented in the 
immediate parent then we call it in the class where its implemented. 
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//Similar to a vtable in C++
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The runtime structures – based on same foundations as persistent procedures.
Set up as classes are instantiated – so only know index at runtime.
Has info like list of pointers to 

internal procedures/methods
list of buffers and temp-tables
crdir (r-code information)

Index to runtime structure
Specific to hierarchy level
Set at runtime; once per class type (not instance specific)
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Index into class type table is only used sometimes @ runtime, notably for interfaces 
and static references.  It’s also used for .NET (details omitted).
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Remember I said, we stored the MD5 parameter encoding. Here’s where we use it.
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So it’s a little slower to use an Interface, but still pretty cheap.  Probably not detectable 
difference unless there are a huge # of data members.

Mention using Abstracts as an alternative?
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ABL creates an underlying variable for properties, that’s always there, even if you don’t 
reference it in the GET or SET (eg calculated or derived properties).

Only access to property-as-variable  when we have GET/SET bodies is in those GET/SET 
bodies.
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Laura O. Stern 4/3/2012
Kind of touched on this earlier.  True, but I would focus on the more general concept 
that the value of static members can change, just like any other data members.  Plus an 
object pointed to by a static is not different than one pointed to by a non-static data 
member.  The instance pointed at really has nothing to do with the static at all.  So, 
given that, yes, of course it can be GCd.

Laura O. Stern 4/3/2012
Wow.  I didn't know you could define a trigger (like ON LEAVE OF xxx) inside a 
method!!!  I just tried it in an internal procedure (same basic thing).  Yup - it works, but 
only if the I/O blocking statement is in that procedure.  What a language!So in regards 
to this - it's not like a persistent trigger.  It is tied to the method.  So maybe this is 
misleading. 
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No reference needed – like a global variable but without the need for the program 
defining a reference
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No reference needed – like a global variable but without the need for the program 
defining a reference
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Internals of this is a whole talk unto itself.  Data Binding is another whole talk.
We will just focus on the last two items.
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IL (Intermediate Language) code is what would get generated by the .NET compiler; 

A GCHandle is a .NET structure that is a means for accessing a managed object from 
unmanaged memory.
Holding onto a GCHandle prevents the object from being garbage collected until Free() 
is explicitly called on it.

We’ll see in a bit that the GCHandle isn’t actually a handle to the proxy itself.
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When we emit the proxy, we pass the CLR Bridge a pointer to the OTM for the ABL part 
of the class.  That’s how it knows the dispatch table indexes for the elements.
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Looks the same, more or less
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OO requires strong typing for parameter passing
Widening allows wiggle room
Direct method dispatch = FAST
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Laura O. Stern 4/3/2012
Just FYI: Yes, in OO, depth has a cost because we have to instantiate more persistent 
procedures.  But in terms of calling methods, etc. there is no extra cost.
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Talk about too many temp-tables problem, resolved by –ttnodelay

BY-REF doesn’t need redefine, can access statically in ABL
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This is why we have GC, really.
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For RETURN: Object must stay alive long enough to get back to caller.  Count is 
decremented after we save the value on our internal stack for caller to use.  If caller 
doesn’t save result anywhere, it will get garbage collected.
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Mentions what happens on DELETE.
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Only if they ask!
We use the proxyRef if ABL code calls SUPER in one of its .NET OVERRIDE methods.
If we are calling SUPER, we don’t call <method> in the proxy.  That will just call back to 
the ABL.  That is called from some other .NET object.
Instead, we’ve emitted a BASE<method>, which does base.<method>() and we call this.
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To call SUPER, we now use the weakReference.
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Deadlist is checked on every call into the .NET Bridge.  It will call back to the AVM to 
delete the object for good.  Can’t make the call directly because Finalize is called on 
another thread.
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http://www.codinghorror.com/blog/2004/07/why-objects-suck.html

Always actually do the right thing, but slower since we have to now compile @ runtime. 
MD5 helps us know.
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